Abstract There is strong evidence that the 11 March 2011 Tohoku earthquake rupture reached the seafloor. This is surprising because the shallow portion of the plate interface in subduction zones is thought to be frictionally stable, leading to the widely held view that coseismic rupture would stop several tens of kilometers downdip of the seafloor. Various explanations have been proposed to reconcile this seeming inconsistency, including dynamic weakening (e.g., thermal pressurization) and extreme stress release around shallow subducted seamounts. We offer a simpler explanation supported by 2D dynamic rupture simulations of the Tohoku earthquake. Our models account for depth-dependent material properties and the complex geometry of the fault, seafloor, and material interfaces, based on seismic surveys of the Japan Trench. The fault obeys rate-and-state friction with standard logarithmic dependence of shear strength on slip velocity in steady state. In our preferred model, the uppermost section of the fault is velocity strengthening. Rupture nucleates on a deeper, velocity-weakening section. Waves released by deep slip reflect off the seafloor, transmitting large stress changes to the upper section of the fault driving the rupture through the velocitystrengthening region to the trench. We validate the model against seafloor deformation and 1-Hz Global Positioning System (GPS) data. The seafloor displacements constrain the seismogenic depth and overall amount of slip, particularly near the trench. Our simulations reproduce many features in the GPS data, thereby providing insight into the rupture process and seismic wave field. Sensitivity to parameters is explored through an extensive suite of simulations. Neither static seafloor deformation nor onshore 1-Hz GPS data can uniquely determine near-trench frictional properties due to trade-offs with average stress drop. While conducted specifically for the Japan Trench region, our simulations suggest that rupture to the trench in megathrust events is quite possible, even if velocity-strengthening properties extend tens of kilometers landward from the trench.
Introduction
Over the past several decades, studies of subduction zones have led to the widely accepted premise that the seismogenic zone (i.e., the region that slips coseismically in megathrust ruptures) begins several tens of kilometers downdip of the trench axis and extends downward another 100-200 km. Beyond the lower limit, located at a depth of 30-50 km, relative motion across the plate interface occurs as stable sliding at the plate convergence rate. This aseismic portion of the fault is frequently connected to the seismogenic zone through a transitional region exhibiting slow slip events and seismic tremor. Byrne et al. (1988) , Hyndman et al. (1997) , Moore and Saffer (2001) , and many others have suggested that the seismogenic zone does not extend all the way to the trench axis, but instead terminates at 5-10 km depth, with the shallower portion of the fault beneath the accretionary prism accommodating deformation aseismically. Supporting evidence includes the lack of shallow seismicity near the trench axis (Byrne et al., 1988) , which has been explained by the stable frictional properties of underconsolidated clay-rich sediments along the plate interface in this region (Marone and Scholtz, 1988; Vrolijk, 1990; Saffer and Marone, 2003; Ikari et al., 2009; den Hartog et al., 2012) . For a more complete discussion of subduction zone mechanics, see Saffer and Tobin (2011) .
Frictional stability is typically discussed in the context of rate-and-state friction. In the absence of extreme dynamic weakening, the steady-state friction coefficient depends on slip velocity V as f ss V f 0 − b − a lnV=V 0 ;
(1) in which f 0 is the friction coefficient for steady sliding at reference velocity V 0 , and the sign of b − a determines if frictional strength decreases (b − a > 0, velocity weakening) or increases (b − a < 0, velocity strengthening) with increasing slip velocity. Unstable slip and earthquake nucleation can only occur on faults with velocity-weakening friction.
The M w 9.0 Tohoku earthquake challenges the conventional view of subduction megathrust events summarized previously. A wide range of observational evidence (Fujiwara et al., 2011; Ide et al., 2011; Ito et al., 2011; Kido et al., 2011; Sato et al., 2011; Kodaira et al., 2012) indicates that coseismic rupture extended all the way to the seafloor, with ∼20-40 m slip occurring near the trench axis. This came as a surprise to many, given that the depth dependence of seismicity in the Japan Trench is quite consistent with the presence of velocity-strengthening frictional properties along the upper part of the plate interface. Based on an early earthquake catalog for this region, Byrne et al. (1988) suggested that the upper limit of the seismogenic zone lies 45 km landward of the trench axis.
Without consideration of megathrust rupture dynamics, it appears difficult to reconcile the immense coseismic shallow slip observed in the Tohoku earthquake with the likely presence of velocity-strengthening properties along the uppermost portion of the plate interface. This has led some authors (Kennett et al., 2011; Matsubara and Obara, 2011; Duan, 2012) to speculate about the existence of subducted seamounts that enhanced plate coupling, leading to strain accumulation around the trench. Others (Shibazaki et al., 2011) have suggested, based on laboratory experiments (Ujiie and Tsutsumi, 2010; Faulkner et al., 2011) , that the fault response switches from velocity strengthening at low slip rates to velocity weakening at high slip rates. In this way, while the shallow portion of the fault is incapable of nucleating earthquakes, it is quite capable of slipping coseismically as part of a larger rupture initiated at depth. Similar arguments have been made invoking thermal pressurization of pore fluids and other dynamic weakening mechanisms that are activated only at sufficiently high slip rates (Noda and Lapusta, 2011; Mitsui et al., 2012) .
Although we do not argue against any of the previously presented ideas, consideration of rupture dynamics suggests a much simpler explanation. Ruptures indeed must nucleate on velocity-weakening parts of the fault, but they do not stop abruptly when entering velocity-strengthening regions, as has implicitly been assumed in most discussions regarding the extent of the seismogenic zone. This suggests that unstable deep slip might, in fact, drive the upper portion of the fault to slip coseismically, regardless of its frictional properties. In the shallowly dipping subduction geometry, free-surface interactions further facilitate shallow slip near the seafloor. In this study, we present dynamic rupture models of the Tohoku event that demonstrate the ease with which megathrust ruptures, nucleated within a velocity-weakening region at depth, penetrate through shallow velocity-strengthening regions several tens of kilometers long with little diminution of slip.
Rupture Penetration into Velocity-Strengthening Regions
The ability of a rupture to penetrate a significant distance into a velocity-strengthening region can be illustrated with the following simple example. We assume that fault strength degrades rapidly to a nearly constant residual strength behind the propagating rupture, permitting us to use the idealizations of linear elastic fracture mechanics. The rupture front advances at a speed determined by balancing the energy release rate, G, with the fracture energy, Γ. For subshear propagation of a mode II rupture along a planar interface between identical elastic half-spaces,
where G 0 and K 0 are the energy release rate and stress intensity factor, respectively, at vanishingly small rupture velocity v r ; μ is shear modulus; ν is Poisson's ratio; and gv r ≈ 1 − v r =c R , where c R is the Rayleigh wave speed (Fossum and Freund, 1975) . The equation of motion, G Γ, thus shows that the rupture advances only when G 0 > Γ.
The stress concentration at the crack tip depends on the history of stress drop Δτ along the ruptured portion of the interface. For a semi-infinite crack advancing along the x axis with its tip at x ℓt (Fossum and Freund, 1975) ,
A crude model of a finite-length crack 0 < x < ℓt is obtained by setting Δτ 0 for x < 0, though that underestimates the stiffness of the system by permitting free slip along the x < 0 section of the interface. A similar approximation for mode III cracks was discussed by Eshelby (1969) .
This model can be applied to faults obeying rate-andstate friction. We can estimate the stress drop by choosing the reference velocity V 0 such that the prestress (assumed to be everywhere identical) is f 0 σ, where σ is the (assumed constant) effective normal stress. Then the stress drop is Δτ b − a σ lnV=V 0 , where V is a typical coseismic slip rate (∼1 m=s).
Consider a rupture that begins in a velocity-weakening region 0 < x < ℓ 0 with constant stress drop Δτ 1 > 0, followed by a velocity-strengthening region x > ℓ 0 with constant stress drop Δτ 2 < 0 (Fig. 1) . How far into the velocitystrengthening region will the rupture penetrate?
From (2) and (3), the static energy release rate G 0 increases linearly with propagation distance in the velocityweakening region. Upon entering the velocity-strengthening region, G 0 begins to decrease and eventually drops to Γ, whereupon the rupture arrests at x ℓ max (Fig. 1) . We can obtain an upper bound on the penetration distance, ℓ max − ℓ 0 , by neglecting the fracture energy and solving for the crack tip position at which K 0 (and, thus, G 0 ) vanishes. The resulting penetration distance is
where T ≡ −Δτ 2 =Δτ 1 . For example, if the stress increase in the velocity-strengthening region equals the stress decrease in the velocity-weakening region (i.e., T 1), then the rupture penetrates a distance ℓ 0 =3 into the velocity-strengthening region. For subduction zones with velocity-weakening regions having along-dip extents of 100-200 km, the predicted penetration distance is several tens of kilometers. The estimate presented in (4) neglects fracture energy, which will arrest ruptures sooner. Counteracting this, however, are reductions in normal stress that occur as a rupture approaches the free surface (Dmowska and Kostrov, 1973; Dmowska and Rice 1986) . These facilitate unstable shallow slip (Rudnicki and Wu, 1995) . Perhaps even more important at the low-dip angles in many subduction zones are shear stress changes carried by wave reflections from the surface. These could potentially lead to dynamic overshoot of the stress concentration above its quasi-static value. Quantifying these effects, as well as the role of variable material properties, fault nonplanarity, and the finiteness of the crack, requires dynamic rupture modeling.
Dynamic Rupture Model
Our objective is to use dynamic rupture models of the Tohoku earthquake to identify conditions that permit slip to the trench. The earthquake extended over 500 km along strike and about 200 km along dip. Propagation up-and downdip dominated the rupture process for the first 100 s or so, followed by along-strike spreading of the rupture. These features justify the use of a 2D plane strain model that assumes invariance of fields along strike, with the understanding that we are neglecting the later along-strike expansion phase.
In this study, we assume the medium is an isotropic, linear elastic solid with piecewise constant material properties (density ρ and P-and S-wave speeds c p and c s , respectively). The specific geometry and material structure ( Fig. 2 and Table 1 ) are based on Miura et al. (2001 Miura et al. ( , 2005 , but with average properties assigned to each of the material blocks. Those studies reported P-wave velocity and density, and we assume Poisson's ratio of 1=4, for which c p 3 p c s . The plate interface, shown in Figure 2 as the thicker solid line, is curved and in many places lies at the boundary between different elastic materials. Bimaterial effects must therefore be considered. We do not explicitly include the accretionary prism in the material structure, but do account for different frictional properties along this uppermost section of the fault.
We take the seafloor to be a free surface that constitutes the upper boundary of the simulation domain. Later in the paper, we justify this assumption by adding a water layer (modeled as an isotropic acoustic medium) to the model to demonstrate that this has a negligible effect on the rupture process. Nonreflecting boundary conditions based on characteristic variables (Kozdon et al., 2012) are used on the remaining three sides (Fig. 2 shows only 2%-3% of the domain, and the outer boundaries are distant enough that boundary effects do not influence the rupture process).
Fault slip occurs along the plate interface, which is governed by rate-and-state friction. In the standard formulation, fault shear strength τ is directly proportional to the effective normal stress σ σ − p, the difference between total normal stress σ and pore pressure p. Both σ and σ are positive in compression. Abrupt changes in σ cause similarly abrupt changes in τ . For sliding between dissimilar elastic solids, this instantaneous coupling of shear and effective normal stress can lead to instability and ill posedness (Cochard and Rice, 2000; Ranjith and Rice, 2001; Rice et al., 2001) .
To alleviate this problem, we instead consider a friction law in a differential form:
where the steady-state friction coefficient is given by (1). For constant σ, equation (5) is equivalent to the regularized rate-and-state law used by Lapusta et al. (2000) with slip-law state evolution and is valid even when V 0 (as well as for both positive and negative V and τ ). This correspondence ceases when σ is not constant in time, as will be the case in our simulations because of fault nonplanarity, bimaterial effects, and free-surface interactions. As is evident from (5), changes in σ lead to changes in τ only with sufficient slip, as observed in experiments (Prakash and Clifton, 1993; Prakash, 1998) .
We explicitly consider undrained poroelastic alterations of pore pressure, Δp, in response to changes in total normal stress, Δσ. We assume a linear relation of the form Δp BΔσ, where 0 ≤ B < 1. Cocco and Rice (2002) have shown that for faults bounded by highly damaged material, B can be identified as Skempton's coefficient (Rice and Cleary, 1976; Wang, 2000) of the fault material. Rudnicki and Rice (2006) and Dunham and Rice (2008) have developed a more comprehensive poroelastic fault-zone model that accounts for short-time-scale fluid diffusion across the slip surface and its resulting effect on fault pore pressure, but that model introduces several other parameters that cannot be constrained with any accuracy. The simple model we adopt provides a buffering effect on effective stress. Writing the total normal stress as the sum of an initial value and a perturbation caused by fault slip, σ σ 0 Δσ, the effective normal stress is
In the B → 1 limit, effective stress on the fault remains constant. We assume a more moderate value of B 0:6 over the entire fault in all simulations.
In the following paragraphs, we describe the selection of model parameters (friction, stress, etc.). Through trial-anderror forward modeling and comparison with data, we have identified a preferred model. The parameters of that model are referred to as the nominal parameters; in the latter part of this paper, we present an extensive set of simulations that explore how the model results change as we vary parameters about their nominal values.
Because we assume ideally elastic off-fault material response, initial stresses and pore pressure need only be specified on the fault. In the shallowest sections of the fault, we assume that total normal stress is lithostatic and pore pressure is hydrostatic (with a water density of 1000 kg=m 3 ), such that effective normal stress increases linearly with depth for constant rock density. Following Rice (1992) , we assume that below some depth, the pore pressure departs from its hydrostatic trend and begins to track the lithostatic gradient, yielding a depth-independent maximum effective stress σ max . Because σ max is so poorly constrained, we treat it as a model parameter with a nominal value of 40 MPa. The effective normal stress profile we adopt is shown in Figure 2c . The initial shear stress on the fault is τ 0 0:6 σ 0 , and the initial slip velocity of the fault is V ini 1 μm=s. The latter is equivalent to specifying an initial state variable with the usual rate-and-state friction law, and it is chosen to provide a reasonable static friction coefficient of approximately 0.6.
We next discuss the depth dependence of frictional properties. The state-evolution distance L and the reference friction coefficient and slip velocity, f 0 and V 0 , are constant across all simulations and independent of depth (see Table 2 ). The central velocity-weakening portion of the plate interface (nominally located at depths between 2.8 km and 37.3 km below the trench axis) has b − a 0:004. Starting at the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone (specified here in terms of the depth D below sea level; see Fig. 2 ), we linearly increase the direct-effect parameter a with depth so that b − a becomes negative, and rupture will cease after penetrating some small distance into this velocity-strengthening region. We nominally choose D 45 km (corresponding to 11.6 km offshore and 37.3 km below the trench axis), though other depths will be considered as part of this work. For computational reasons, it is typical for state-evolution distance L to be chosen based on the global scale of the problem rather than laboratory experiments. Our choice of L 0:8 m reflects this as it is several orders of magnitude larger than values inferred from laboratory experiments.
We also account for a change in frictional properties along the shallowest portion of the plate interface beneath the accretionary prism. This uppermost region has a horizontal extent W (see Fig. 2 ), which we nominally take as W 30 km (corresponding to 2.8 km depth below the trench axis), based on the location of the accretionary prism in the seismic velocity structure of Miura et al. (2001 Miura et al. ( , 2005 . We also explore other values of W as part of this study. We consider three different cases for frictional properties beneath the accretionary prism: b − a 0:004 (velocity weakening), b − a 0 (neutrally stable), and b − a −0:004 (velocity strengthening). The transition from the deeper velocityweakening parameters is accomplished by increasing the state-evolution parameter b over a 1 km transition length (5 grid points). Figure 2b illustrates this for the shallow velocitystrengthening case with nominal parameters W 30 km and D 45 km.
To nucleate the earthquake we apply a time-dependent shear stress perturbation centered on x 0 ; y 0 −109:6 km; −13:1 km relative to the trench axis (relative to the coastline, this is 82.3 km offshore at a depth of 20.8 km below sea level). This nucleation location is in the lower crust and 100 m above the mantle wedge. This choice of hypocenter was chosen to reproduce the duration of rupture between the initial onset of rapid propagation and breakout at the trench, as well as onshore displacement waveforms recorded by 1-Hz Global Positioning System (GPS) stations. The perturbation is Gaussian in space with width (standard deviation) of (75 MPa= σ max ) km, and the amplitude increases in time according to 0:5 σ max 1 − exp−t=10 −2 s. This abrupt nucleation procedure, which leads to immediate propagation at a healthy fraction of the S-wave speed, is not intended to be realistic. In fact, we later see that this procedure introduces features in synthetic seismograms that are not seen in actual onshore 1-Hz GPS data. Because nucleation occurs sufficiently deep, this procedure does not influence any of our conclusions regarding the ability of the rupture to reach the trench, which is the primary focus of this study.
Computationally, we simultaneously solve the elastic wave equation and the rate-and-state friction law using the high-order finite-difference method developed by Kozdon et al. (2012) . The method handles frictional sliding in a provably stable and accurate manner, as evidenced through rigorous convergence tests. Complex geometries are handled with multiblock grids and coordinate transforms. The underlying numerical method is based on summation-by-parts finite-difference operators (Kreiss and Scherer, 1974; Strand, 1994) and weak enforcement of boundary/interface conditions through the use of the simultaneous approximation term method (Carpenter et al., 1994) .
The numerical model we construct for this simulation consists of 1:1 × 10 7 grid points, with a typical grid spacing on the fault of 200 m. After ∼500 km horizontal distance from the fault and 100 km depth, we use a grid-stretching technique to place the outer boundaries sufficiently far from the region of interest that numerical reflections have negligible influence on the rupture process.
Dynamic Rupture Process
We begin by presenting our preferred dynamic rupture simulation with a focus on the rupture history, seismic wave field, and displacements. In this model, the near-trench region has velocity-strengthening friction (b − a −0:004) over a horizontal extent of W 30 km, and the lower limit of the seismogenic zone is at a depth of D 45 km. The maximum background effective normal stress is σ max 40 MPa. In all simulation results and plots, time t 0 corresponds to the start of the artificial nucleation process. To account for the more gradual onset of the actual event, we allow for a time shift in 1-Hz GPS data and inferred moment rate functions when comparing with our simulations. Figure 3 shows snapshots of cumulative slip, which reaches a peak value of 26 m at the trench despite the fault being velocity-strengthening in this region. Because our plane strain model effectively extends the slip distribution indefinitely far along strike, our predicted values of slip must be viewed as lower bounds. In other words, it might be necessary to increase slip in a 3D model of limited along-strike extent in order to obtain the same observationally consistent seafloor and onshore displacements. Also shown is the source time function, specifically the potency rate per unit distance along strike. Our model underpredicts the duration of the earthquake, as compared with the inversion results of Yue and Lay (2011) , but this is to be expected because our 2D simulations neglect later along-strike growth of the rupture. One difference between our model and the inversion results of Yue and Lay (2011) is the large initial increase in potency rate in our model due to the abrupt artificial nucleation procedure used, which contrasts with the more gradual onset of the earthquake inferred by Yue and Lay (2011) . Because effective normal stress is constant over the entire velocity-weakening portion of the fault, static stress drop is also relatively constant there. For this model, the average static stress drop between the seismogenic depth and the start of the velocity-strengthening region is 2.92 MPa. In the shallow velocity-strengthening region, there is a static stress increase of 0.75 MPa on average, or 4.2% of initial shear stress. This shallow portion of the fault does experience a dynamic stress drop of several MPa, with a maximum of 14 MPa approximately 5 km landward of the trench axis that results in a brief period of reverse slip; however, there is no permanent reversal of shear stress in the static field in this model. The near-trench dynamic stress drop is not caused by a drop in friction coefficient (because the fault is velocitystrengthening there), but is instead the result of a dynamic reduction in effective normal stress on the fault just landward of the trench. The large dynamic stress changes in the toe of the accretionary prism that we see in our model are likely moderated to some extent by inelastic deformation, which is neglected in our simulations. This issue deserves further attention.
We next turn to the seismic wave field. (Ⓔ Movies showing the evolution of the particle velocity field are available in the electronic supplement to this paper.) Figure 4 shows snapshots of the horizontal and vertical particle velocity fields at four times. Also shown are slip velocity and slip profiles. The first snapshot is 10 s after nucleation. The complexity of the fault geometry and material structure (Fig. 2) leads to a rich wave field. The hypocentral P and S waves have crossed through multiple material layers and reflected off the seafloor. These reflected waves, along with the bimaterial effect, lead to asymmetric expansion of the rupture. The low-velocity layers near the surface act as wave guides, leading to the development of dispersed wave trains. Similarly, the subducting plate channels waves along it.
The second snapshot (36 s) shows the rupture just before it enters the upper velocity-strengthening region. The largest particle velocities are in the fault normal direction, consistent with known solutions for subshear ruptures (e.g., Dunham and Archuleta, 2005) . The velocities in the hanging wall are many times larger than those in the footwall, indicating that free-surface interactions are already significant. The next snapshot (48 s) is immediately after the rupture reaches the seafloor. Extreme horizontal motion in the toe of the accretionary prism is clearly visible. This is consistent with the amplification of ground motion in the hanging wall of thrust faults identified in previous studies (Brune, 1996; Oglesby et al., 1998) . The trapping and concentration of seismic waves within this thin sliver of material provides a driving force that enables vigorous rupture through the velocitystrengthening section of the fault up to the trench. The combination of large slip velocities and an extensive area of active sliding causes a peak in potency rate at this time, as shown in Figure 3 . By this time, significant seafloor deformation has occurred. Fault slip continues in the form of a downward propagating rupture, as inferred by the seismic inversions of Ide et al. (2011) , Yue and Lay (2011) , and others, but in our model it dies out after several seconds. In other models we have conducted Kozdon and Dunham, 2011) , this downgoing rupture propagates all the way to the bottom edge of the velocityweakening seismogenic region.
The arrival of the rupture at the surface and the intensity of fault slip during this time strongly excite seismic waves. These breakout phases (Savage, 1965; Oglesby et al., 1998; Madariaga, 2003) are shown in the final snapshot at 70 s. Most prominent is the dispersed Rayleigh-wave train propagating seaward, whose amplitude has been enhanced by forward directivity. The wave field in the landward direction is considerably more complex, particularly at high frequencies, due to interactions with the subducting plate.
With the goal of explaining features seen in onshore ground-motion data, we show several more snapshots of the wave field landward of the trench in Figure 5 . The labels B-F indicate prominent arrivals on the horizontal component, and the corresponding letters with primes indicate these arrivals on the vertical component. The first snapshot (55 s) shows the wave field shortly after the rupture has broken through to the seafloor. The breakout phase begins with pulse B, which carries large seaward motions. This pulse becomes dispersed, as illustrated in the next snapshot (65 s), which shows multiple high-frequency reverberations in the low-velocity layers. The upper crustal layers channel energy along the seafloor, as seen in the third snapshot at 85 s. A similar packet of highfrequency waves is guided along the subducting plate. Our model makes important predictions about surface displacement (at both seafloor and onshore locations) that can be compared with observations. We first present onshore ground-motion results. Figure 6 shows 1-Hz GPS data from GEONET station 0550 on the Oshika Peninsula, provided and processed by Shinichi Miyazaki (personal comm., April 2012). More details of the processing are given in Data and Resources. Also shown in Figure 6 are our model predictions at a point 215 km landward of the trench.
In addition to matching the overall trend and static displacements, our model captures several other features that are prominent in the data. This helps validate our model. Furthermore, because we have calculated the full wave field, it is straightforward to identify the origin of these features. To facilitate this comparison, we provide labels in Figure 6 that are identical to those in the wave-field snapshots of Figures 4 and 5. Note that the wave-field plots show particle velocity, while the ground motion is presented in terms of displacement.
Emergent deformation begins with the arrival of the hypocentral P wave, with displacement toward the trench and downward. Pulse A marks the arrival of the hypocentral S wave and closely arriving surface waves. The peak in displacement is enhanced by trapping of waves within the upper crustal layers. Simulations of rupture in a homogeneous medium (not shown) show a flatter displacement profile. This uplift is not seen in the data, which likely indicates that these phases are being enhanced in our model by the abrupt nucleation procedure we have employed. The following downward motion, between 45-55 s, is the fault normal velocity pulse propagating with, and slightly ahead of, a subshear rupture (e.g., Dunham and Archuleta, 2005) . The slightly upward swing between 55-60 s is the fault normal velocity pulse of the opposite sign that trails the rupture. This is minimally expressed in our model because stopping phases from the cessation of slip at the lower edge of the seismogenic zone arrive at this time. Figure 4 . Snapshots of horizontal and vertical particle velocity. Length and (saturated) color scales vary between snapshots; no vertical exaggeration. The arrows on the free surface show seafloor deformation (the red and blue arrows are for points landward and seaward of the trench, respectively). Slip velocity and slip profiles (with horizontal distance aligned with the velocity field snapshots) are shown under the horizontal and vertical particle velocity fields, respectively. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
There are significant discrepancies between our model and the data in the horizontal component between 50-90 s. Many authors have described a more complex early rupture process than we have modeled, involving the failure of a deep asperity near the bottom edge of the seismogenic zone (Ide et al., 2011) . It is likely that adding heterogeneity in either frictional parameters or prestress would allow us to improve the waveform fit, as done by Goto et al. (2012) , but that exercise runs counter to our main focus on the dynamics of the shallow plate interface and simple model parameterization.
The general trenchward and downward trend continues as the rupture propagates up the fault. When the rupture reaches the trench, it excites strong breakout phases. These arrive in pulses B-F. The initial long-period motions B-D exhibit prograde motion. This is similar to what is predicted by the analytical solution of Madariaga (2003) for rupture on a dipping fault in a uniform half-space. The later-arriving short-period motions (F) are dispersed Rayleigh waves trapped within the low-velocity crustal layers. This interpretation is confirmed by the retrograde particle motions. Overall, the correspondence between these waveform features in the data and our simulations provides compelling evidence for vigorous slip at the trench.
We also compare the final seafloor displacement in our model with observations (Fig. 7) . Vertical seafloor uplift data nearest the trench come from ocean-bottom pressure gauges . Horizontal displacements at these locations were obtained from acoustic ranging of a set of seafloor benchmarks; this technique has an error of ∼20 m . More accurate measurements using a combined GPS/ acoustic ranging technique were made at a number of other sites farther from the trench Sato et al., 2011) . We also compare against data from the nearshore GPS station 1012 (Ozawa et al., 2011) . Because our model is 2D, we project the measurements onto a trench-perpendicular plane, thereby neglecting along-strike variations. With the exception of the horizontal displacement measurements nearest the trench , which have large uncertainty, our preferred model matches the data well. We do underpredict the vertical displacement at the point closest to the trench, suggesting that actual slip at the trench may have been larger than in our model. Additionally, in the model the hinge line (which marks the transition between seafloor uplift and subsidence) is not as sharp as in the data. The location of the hinge line is largely related to deep slip and thus controlled by the seismogenic depth, as will be seen in the next section.
Sensitivity to Model Parameters
We arrived at our preferred model after conducting a parameter-space study to explore how certain model parameters and assumptions affect the rupture process. We first justify the neglect of the water layer and treatment of the seafloor as a free surface. To do this, we take parameters from our preferred model and add a water layer modeled as an isotropic linear acoustic material with a density of 1000 kg=m 3 and wave speed of 1:5 km=s. Figure 8 shows the cumulative slip for the preferred model both with and without the water layer. The two profiles are quite similar and differ on average between the trench axis and seismogenic depth by only 0.07%, with a maximum difference of 1 m near the trench axis.
We next turn to parameters along the fault. Foremost among these in controlling the rupture process are the initial effective normal stress, the horizontal width W of the shallow velocity-strengthening region (and its frictional properties), and the depth D of the seismogenic zone.
We first vary the frictional properties of the upper section of the fault under the accretionary prism. The width of this region is held fixed at W 30 km, while we vary b − a. We consider three cases: velocity weakening (b − a 0:004), neutrally stable (b − a 0), and velocity strengthening (b − a −0:004). Figure 9a compares the cumulative slip for the three cases, for maximum effective normal stress σ max 40 MPa and seismogenic depth D 45 km. In all three cases rupture reaches the seafloor with large amounts of slip at the trench axis. The velocity-strengthening case does show a decrease in slip as the rupture enters the velocity-strengthening region, but this downward trend flattens as the rupture approaches the trench. This is caused by interactions with the free surface that enhance the shear loading from slip on the deeper, velocity-weakening portion of the fault. The relative amplitude of these shear-stress changes is exacerbated in the shallowest part of the fault where the initial effective normal stress becomes quite low.
In Figure 9b ,c we present the predicted horizontal and vertical seafloor displacements, along with the seafloor deformation measurements discussed earlier Kido et al., 2011; Ozawa et al., 2011; Sato et al., 2011) . With the exception of the few measurements closest to the trench, the seafloor data are reasonably well fit by all models. The velocity-weakening model produces about 50% larger near-trench displacements compared with the velocitystrengthening case and better matches the few observations there. However, the waveform fit to the onshore 1-Hz GPS data (Fig. 6 for the velocity-strengthening case, not shown for velocity-weakening case) is quite poor for the velocityweakening case. This misfit is partially evident in the static deformation field at the coast, as shown in Figure 9b ,c.
Changing effective normal stress (and, thus, stress drop) has little effect on the overall solution structure and largely acts as a scaling parameter. To demonstrate this, we compare average slip, hΔui, and slip at the trench, Δu T , for σ max 20, 30, and 40 MPa in Figure 10 . Average slip is calculated over parts of the fault experiencing slip greater than the stateevolution distance L. Both trench slip and average slip scale almost linearly with σ max . The ratio of trench slip to average slip for the three cases is 1.8 for the velocity-weakening case, 1.6 for the neutrally stable case, and 1.3 for the velocitystrengthening case. A ratio of two is predicted for a triangular-shaped slip distribution that increases linearly from zero to Δu T along the fault.
In all simulations thus far we have assumed that the horizontal extent of shallow region with altered frictional properties is W 30 km. Changing this will clearly have an impact on the slip and seafloor deformation. Figure 11 compares slip distributions for velocity-strengthening regions of various W (with σ max 40 MPa and D 45 km). The W 0 case, corresponding to velocity-weakening friction all the way to the trench, is shown in Figure 9a . For our specific parameter choices, ruptures will reach the trench for W less than about 55 km. When rupture does reach the trench, free-surface interactions significantly enhance slip, despite the velocitystrengthening nature of the fault in this region. Figure 11b ,c shows horizontal and vertical seafloor deformation, respectively. In the case of the surface-breaking ruptures, the horizontal and vertical seafloor deformation is large at the trench. The hinge line is moved slightly landward by increasing W, though (as will be seen) changes are negligible compared with those caused by changing the downdip extent of slip through the seismogenic depth D. Figure 12 compares the average slip hΔui and slip at the trench Δu T for both the velocity-strengthening and neutrally stable cases with various values of W. Slip at the trench decreases linearly until W ≈ 52 km, after which point there is an abrupt drop in slip at the trench until it reaches zero at W ≈ 55 km. This propensity for increasingly unstable slip as ruptures approach the free surface has been discussed by Dmowska and Rice (1986) and Rudnicki and Wu (1995) .
The final parameter of interest is the depth extent of the seismogenic zone D, which we have thus far held fixed at D 45 km. Figure 13a shows the cumulative slip for D 30, 45, and 60 km for the velocity-strengthening case with σ max 40 MPa and W 30 km. Slip decreases as D decreases, as expected when the crack length is reduced. However, the basic character of the slip profile is the same. As illustrated in Figure 14 , the effect of D on average slip and trench slip is minimal compared with the effect of σ max or W. The more striking change is in the seafloor deformation, as shown in Figure 13b trench with decreasing D, and the shape of the vertical deformation is changed. In addition, we find that the onshore 1-Hz GPS data fits are quite sensitive to D. Based on these comparisons, we selected D 45 km for our preferred model.
An important outcome of the parameter-space study is that frictional parameters beneath the accretionary wedge and the maximum effective normal stress (which controls average stress drop) cannot be determined independently based on the data employed in this study. This is demonstrated in Figure 15 , which shows the slip, static seafloor displacement, and onshore displacement waveforms for the velocity-strengthening model with σ max 40 MPa, the neutrally stable model with σ max 30 MPa, and the velocityweakening model with σ max 25 MPa; for all three models D 45 km and W 30 km. Away from the trench the slip profiles are quite similar, as are the static seafloor displacements. Near the trench, the three models exhibit pronounced differences in slip, but the influence on seafloor deformation and the onshore displacement waveforms is remarkably minimal. This demonstrates that the near-trench fault properties are, unfortunately, not well constrained by the data.
Discussion
Using dynamic rupture simulations of the Tohoku earthquake, we have explored the ability of ruptures to reach the trench in megathrust earthquakes, even when the uppermost segment of the plate interface is velocity strengthening. In addition to rigorously solving rate-and-state friction (instead of approximating this with a slip-weakening law), we account for realistic depth-dependent material structure and the complex geometry of the fault, seafloor, and material layer interfaces. All of these are essential to explain various features of the static seafloor deformation and dynamic onshore displacements.
We find that stress changes from slip on the deeper, velocity-weakening section of the fault easily drive ruptures through velocity-strengthening segments up to 55 km long. While this specific limit may be sensitive to the choice of frictional properties and the geometry of the subduction zone, our simulations do show that it is unnecessary to invoke extreme dynamic weakening mechanisms (such as thermal pressurization) or shallow asperities having large stress drops (from subduction of seamounts, for example) to explain the large slip near the trench. That being said, we do not argue against the possibility of extreme weakening and large stress drop near the trench. In fact, those processes would likely improve the fit to seafloor deformation data in the near-trench region, and investigating them should be a high priority.
We tested the robustness of our results and characterized their sensitivity to model parameters by conducting a set of simulations varying effective normal stress (and, therefore, stress drop), width of the shallow frictionally stable fault segment, and seismogenic depth. Model predictions were compared with measurements of seafloor deformation and the time history of onshore displacements recorded at a 1-Hz GPS station. This parameter study indicated that the effective normal stress is largely a scaling parameter controlling the overall amount of slip by varying the stress drop. Our preferred model has an average static stress drop of 2.92 MPa in the velocity-weakening region and an average static stress increase of 0.75 MPa in the shallow velocity-strengthening region. The downdip limit of the seismogenic zone was found to be the strongest controlling factor in determining the hinge line location of seafloor deformation.
Perhaps the most substantial approximation we have made is neglecting inelastic deformation of the accretionary prism. Our simulations, which assume ideally elastic material response everywhere off the fault, predict massive static and dynamic stress changes in the toe of the prism, including a transient reversal in the sense of shear stress and slip. Plastic deformation of the wedge would provide an additional energy sink that would make it more difficult for ruptures to break through to the seafloor and might prevent the stress reversal. We speculate that plasticity in the accretionary prism could be responsible for preventing rupture to the trench in other megathrust earthquakes, such as the 2005 Nias-Simeulue event (Hsu et al., 2006) . Future work, such as the dynamic rupture simulations by Ma (2012) for planar dipping faults in uniform half-spaces, will hopefully shed light on this issue.
Our simulations make specific predictions about what might be observed during IODP Expedition 343: Japan Trench Fast Drilling Project (JFAST) (Mori et al., 2012) , which drilled across the fault a few kilometers landward of the trench. One of the goals of JFAST is to identify a temperature anomaly around the slip zone that can be used to constrain the shear stress on the fault during active sliding. With this in mind, we calculated the energy per unit fault area dissipated by frictional sliding, at locations 800-900 meters below sea level, corresponding to the JFAST target sites. Specifically, we integrated the work rate τ V over time, obtaining values around 190 MJ=m 2 . A close examination of the time histories of τ and V at these locations reveals that shear stress surprisingly remains relatively constant during sliding and is reduced (through reduction in effective normal stress) only after most slip has accumulated, presumably by stress transfer from deeper slip. The dissipated energy per area can thus be approximated as the product of the total slip (26 m at this location) and an average coseismic shear stress of 7 MPa. The latter is simply the product of the initial effective normal stress (about 12 MPa) and the friction coefficient (roughly equal to the reference friction coefficient f 0 0:6).
It is possible that models with much lower τ during sliding, either through a lower f 0 along this uppermost section of the fault or through the onset of dynamic weakening, might equally well match the ground-motion and deformation data used in this study, but we did not explore that possibility in these simulations.
We close with a brief discussion concerning hydroacoustic waves excited by megathrust earthquakes. As mentioned previously, the effect of the water layer on the rupture process is minimal (Fig. 8) . That said, inclusion of the water layer does allow us to make direct comparisons with oceanbottom pressure measurements of the sort presented by Maeda et al. (2011) , which show both hydroacoustic waves and later-arriving surface gravity waves (tsunamis). Our freesurface boundary condition is enforced on the unperturbed sea surface, preventing us from modeling surface gravity waves, but this approximation does little to compromise the accuracy of hydroacoustic wave propagation and reflection from the sea surface. In Figure 16 we show the vertical particle velocity for our preferred model with a water layer (compare with Figs. 4 and 5). (Ⓔ Movies showing the evolution of the particle velocity field are available in the electronic supplement to this paper.) Figure 16 also shows the seafloor pressure history at a few sites landward of the trench. In addition to reverberations excited by hypocentral seismic waves (which are likely overly pronounced due to our nucleation procedure), there are prominent hydroacoustic arrivals excited when the rupture reaches the trench. Though it is beyond the scope of this paper, these signals, which are the direct result of dynamic seafloor deformation, may contain invaluable information that could be used in local tsunami early warning systems and should be explored further.
Data and Resources
The numerical simulations were conducted at the Stanford Center for Computational Earth and Environmental Science (CEES). Seafloor deformation data were compiled from Ito et al. (2011) , Kido et al. (2011), and Sato et al. (2011) . Nearshore GPS data were taken from Ozawa et al. (2011) (station number 1012). The geometry, velocity, and density structure were derived from figures of Miura et al. (2001 Miura et al. ( , 2005 . The onshore 1-Hz GPS data (station number 0550 of GEONET operated by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan) were provided by Shinichi Miyazaki (personal comm., April 2012), who purchased the original RINEX data from Nippon GPS Data Service Corporation and processed them using the precise point positioning strategy with phase ambiguities resolved using GIPSY-OASIS software (Zumberge et al., 1997); station position errors were modeled as a white noise process.
(a) (b) Figure 16 . (a) Vertical particle velocity wave-field snapshots for our preferred model with a water layer (modeled as an isotropic linear acoustic medium). (b) Pressure changes from hydroacoustic waves at seafloor locations indicated by triangles in (a). The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
